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ABSTRACT

Betrabet, Siddhant S. M.S.M.E., Purdue University, December 2020. Data Acquisition and Processing Pipeline for E-Scooter Tracking Using 3d Lidar and Multi-Camera Setup. Major Professors: Dr. Renran Tian and Dr. Likun Zhu.

Analyzing behaviors of objects on the road is a complex task that requires data from various sensors and their fusion to recreate movement of objects with a high degree of accuracy. A data collection and processing system are thus needed to track the objects accurately in order to make an accurate and clear map of the trajectories of objects relative to various coordinate frame(s) of interest in the map. Detection and tracking of moving objects (DATMO) and Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) are the tasks that needs to be achieved in conjunction to create a clear map of the road comprising of the moving and static objects. These computational problems are commonly solved and used to aid scenario reconstruction for the objects of interest. The tracking of objects can be done in various ways, utilizing sensors such as monocular or stereo cameras, Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) sensors as well as Inertial Navigation systems (INS) systems. One relatively common method for solving DATMO and SLAM involves utilizing a 3D LIDAR with multiple monocular cameras in conjunction with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) allows for redundancies to maintain object classification and tracking with the help of sensor fusion in cases when sensor specific traditional algorithms prove to be ineffectual when individual sensor falls short due to their limitations. The usage of an IMU and sensor fusion methods relatively eliminates the need for having an expensive INS rig. Fusion of these sensors allows for more effectual tracking to utilize the maximum potential of each sensor while allowing for methods to increase perceptual accuracy. The focus of this thesis will be the dock-less e-scooter and the
primary goal will be to track its movements effectively and accurately with respect to cars on the road and the world. Since it is relatively more common to observe a car on the road than e-scooters, we propose a data collection system that can be built on top of an e-scooter and an offline processing pipeline that can be used to collect data in order to understand the behaviors of the e-scooters themselves. In this thesis, we plan to explore a data collection system involving a 3D LIDAR sensor in conjunction with an IMU and multiple monocular cameras on an e-scooter as well as an offline method for processing the data to generate data to aid tracking and scenario reconstruction.
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Understanding the behavior of objects on the road to avoid fatalities is crucial to driverless systems. Injuries resulting on the road due to e-scooter accidents continue to mount year after year. Any form of Automated Driver Assistance System (ADAS) will need to build some form of internal model of the vehicles and the world to predict the possible movements of objects on the road once it has classified these objects. Each vehicle behaves differently as the rider tries and tends to use the vehicle depending on all the multitude of factors that go into dealing with driving scenarios. Many users in big cities who primarily use the rented version of the e-scooter do not tend to wear helmets. This fact coupled with their growing popularity in big cities as a cheap and easy to use means of transportation results in more and more injuries every year.

A breakdown of the various accidents recorded in a study [1] by the Center for Disease Control (CDC) shows the reasons for the accidents ranging from interactions with the curb to travelling downhill and a large number also being attributed to interacting with motor vehicles on the roads. E-scooter companies such as Bird and Lime operate in over 100 cities around the world. There has been an estimated 4500 injuries in 2014 which skyrocketed to 14000 injuries in 2018 according to a study by the CDC, an increase of 222% in just 4 short years. In 2018 itself, Bird celebrated its 10 Millionth ride which underlines the need for any sort of safety system that deals with objects on the road to account for e-scooters as a potential cause for accidents.

Behavior of the riders as they make rough turns in order to navigate the curb and the pavement can often influence driver decisions as the drivers attempt to estimate possible interaction scenarios with the constantly unpredictable movement of these e-scooters and their riders. Therefore, to avoid accidents resulting in crashes from the
same, having a thorough understanding of the movement of the e-scooter is required. This requires accurately being able to track an e-scooter in multiple scenarios on the road as well as vehicles of interest to understand the different temporal and spatial relationships between these objects.

To achieve complete scenario reconstruction, the data collection and processing system needs to classify and track the moving objects of interest as well as static objects for a complete picture. As mentioned earlier, since it is relatively common to find cars in urban areas than to find e-scooters, a data collection system mounted on an e-scooter can be driven around urban areas to capture the necessary data. This involves the utilization of multiple perception sensors such as color monocular cameras and 3D LIDAR in conjunction with an IMU, a commonly used sensor combination [2]. The data collection system on such an e-scooter therefore needs an untethered computing platform and a mechanism for storing data. This involves being able to efficiently store high volume and high bandwidth data coming in from the cameras and the LIDAR sensor. The data collection system also needs to be able to compress the data to store it efficiently in its storage space as well as deal with data coming in at different frequencies and synchronize them accurately to aid in the processing.

The system also needs a lightweight frame to house all these parts. Once the data is stored, a data processing system is then required to create a custom pipeline that can then accurately process the data from these sensors. Since scenario reconstruction methods are not standardized, an array of diverse programs tuned for these specific sensors ad this setup is required. This involves being able to format the data and filter data from the IMU to maintain accuracy. The LIDAR data needs to be filtered and corrected for motion compensation to avoid mapping errors by fusing it with data from the IMU. The filtered data from these two sources then needs to be fused accurately to create a 2D map of the environment using an efficient SLAM procedure.

This will allow us to understand the motion of the e-scooter with respect to a fixed world coordinate frame. The data from the camera needs to be pre-processed and run classification algorithms and track the object of interest (the car). The camera data
then needs to be separately fused frame by frame and combined with the classification and tracking algorithms to track the ego motion of the car and its trajectory with respect to the e-scooter. The trajectories can then be simply inverted to understand the relative motion of the e-scooter with respect to the car. This data can then be incorporated into the previously created map of the static environment to achieve a complete scenario reconstruction that can be used to analyze driving behaviors.

The thesis thus primarily addresses these problems of such a system. We propose a data collection system implemented like the one used to create the KITTI benchmark dataset albeit tweaked for the constraints and requirements of being able to fit on an e-scooter as well as designs and scripts for a companion data processing pipeline. We utilized three high resolution CMOS Logitech c920 cameras, a high density 64 Beam 3D Ouster LIDAR with an inbuilt IMU. The data collection system consisted of an NVIDIA Jetson TX2 with the Orbitty carrier board, an external Solid-State Drive to store the data collected from the sensors. The system was battery powered and all the necessary hardware was mounted on the e-scooter itself.

We ran ROS and Gstreamer software on an Ubuntu OS running on the Jetson TX2 in order to record data coming from all the sensors. As we dealt with data from the sensors coming in at different frequencies with different timestamps, synchronization was key. Hence, the data was stored in .bag file format with image data being stored as PNG files which was a simple and effective means of storing and had a simple screen interface to initiate and track the process of the data collection.

The data processing pipeline can mainly be divided into three main areas. The first area dealt with pre-processing the bag files into suitable formats for further processing and sensor calibration. This involved finding the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration matrices to fuse the images and the LIDAR point cloud accurately. This area involved extracting the images from the bag file while maintaining logs concerning their timestamps in order to aid for synchronization process. The second area involved creating fusion maps to detection and tracking of moving objects. The data from the Camera-LIDAR fusion to aid with the DATMO problem. The third area dealt with
implementation SLAM algorithms are used to create static maps of the environment. We used the Google Cartographer program built on top of ROS to aid us with SLAM to generate 2D Map data as an additional output of the offline processing system.

1.1.1 Contribution

This thesis will concentrate on the design and development of a human wearable data collection system and an offline data processing pipeline designed for e-scooter based data collection. The system is designed to be of comparably low cost than other car-based designed systems currently developed primarily using integration of low-cost sensors. The thesis also attempts to fill in the gap existing due to lack of such data collection systems by designing a relatively cheap system geared towards development for e-scooter based data collection.

The thesis aims to provide a system that is human wearable and can be replaced relatively easily if the system breaks and can be up-scaled with less effort and risk due to the relative low cost. The thesis aims at limiting the use of proprietary software and aims at the use of number of open source software’s never used in this specific combination with the aim to allow the quick use and easy replication of the system. It will focus specifically on data collection to aid scenario reconstruction of the events and accurate tracking of e-scooters with respect to moving coordinate frames such as on the cars on the road. The data collection system will aim at a design to fit the requirements and constraints of an e-scooter.

The design will be geared towards having features such as online synchronization (UNIX time-stamping) and compression of data coming from the monocular cameras, the LIDAR and the IMU to aid the processing stages. The thesis will detail the software and hardware design of the data collection system. The processing pipeline divided into four parts. The first part of the offline processing pipeline deals with the unpacking and formatting of the sensory LIDAR data and the synchronization data for further processing.
The second part deals with the calibration methods and programs employed for the same. This will primarily deal calibration of the intrinsic and extrinsic matrices will allow for accurate fusion mapping of camera data with the LIDAR point cloud. The third part will deal with the algorithms and implementation of the fusion process involving the camera and the LIDAR to generate fusion tables which can be used for tracking objects. Lastly, we evaluate the implementation of the Google Cartographer SLAM software with the generated LIDAR data to generate 2D and 3D maps of the static environment.

1.1.2 Outline

The thesis will be divided into two main subgroups. The first part will deal with the data collection system, the second area will deal with the data processing pipeline. In first chapter, we plan to discuss the design methods and considerations and the construction of the data collection system on the e-scooter. We then discuss the various computational hardware and software methods considered and implemented to efficiently collect data from the cameras, the 3D LIDAR and the IMU. It also deals with the techniques used to synchronize the data coming from each of the sensors as well as the UI developed for easy data collection.

In the second chapter we explore the methods utilized to pre-process the data to make it ready for calibration, processing, and analysis. This is followed by the explanation on the implementation of existing algorithms to perform calibration of the sensors for fusion. The third chapter will involve the implementation details of the processing(fusion) algorithms of the camera data with the LIDAR data on the collected data including details of code optimization. The final chapter will outline the evaluation of the system and implementation of the Cartographer software system with the collected ROS based LIDAR data and details regarding the generation of 2D maps and concatenated 3D point clouds.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Car Based Data Collection Systems

On road vehicle system equipped with road sensing capabilities have existed for decades. One of the earliest data collection systems that bears resemblance to modern benchmark collection systems is the NAVLAB1 system developed at Carnegie Mellon University [1] consisting of a camera and a laser range finder attached to a Chevrolet panel van. Fast forward to today, the two main recognizable systems, the Google StreetCar [2] developed in 2007 and the Bing car [3]. Both systems were developed to map the streets and structures around the street. These systems usually involve fish-eye cameras and wide-angle cameras enough to roughly cover a 360-degree view and usually two LIDARs arranged at right angles, horizontally and vertically to the surface of the street.

The Bing car similarly involved the use of a GPS integrated IMU along with a panoramic camera and a 3D LIDAR. These systems however are not intended as open source hardware and therefore not much data could be gleaned about their designs. The benchmark dataset collection systems for street and vehicle are well defined sensor arrays on top of the vehicle. The two prime examples of these are the KITTI and Waymo vehicle data collection systems. The KITTI dataset[4] also known as the KITTI vision benchmark suite provides raw benchmark datasets from their array of sensors arranged on a Volkswagen Passat includes an INS system a GPS/IMU system, 64 beam 3D LIDAR, multiple grayscale, color and varifocal cameras aimed at covering a full 360-degree horizontal view of the environment.

The Waymo system [5][6] differs in the aspects of the sensors There is a primary focus on the LIDAR data. The system consists of five different LIDARs, one mid-range LIDAR on the top and four short-range LIDAR’s arranged on the sides. The
system also contains five cameras all primarily focused on overlapping 180-degree front view. This system hence utilized the space and size offered by a 4 wheeler and allowed for addition of multiple sensors to the system.

The downside to using a car-based system is to try to find vehicle e-scooter interactions is particularly difficult due the relative lack of e-scooters on the road. The e-scooter system presented in this document will have a much higher number of interactions with cars than a car-based system would have with an e-scooter. The hardware and consequently the software of these car-based systems also directly cannot be used directly on the e-scooter due to the constrains of size and power that need to be considered for an e-scooter based setup.

2.2 Systems Similar to the One Proposed

Although these two systems share their collected datasets for other developers and designers to download, relatively little is known of the actual software of these systems. Papers have also been published on producing datasets distinctly for autonomous automotive perception such as the Precise Synthetic Image and LiDAR (PreSIL) dataset by B. Hurl, K. Czarnecki and S. Waslander[7]. A few systems were found that were closer to the setup that we were trying to create specifically for the e-scooter system. One system by David Blankeau et al [8] aimed at development of a low-cost LIDAR system aimed to be used to collect data from bicycles. The aim was to use the 2D Garmin LIDAR lite in conjunction with a rotating stepper to generate 360-degree data along with a Raspicam camera for visual data.

The system mentioned by David Blankeau et al [8] was designed with simply cameras in mind and a high amount of processing with multiple cameras is required to glean motion information from the same and thus cannot be directly used as an answer to the problem proposed int his document. It must be noted that system proposed in this thesis is designed specifically to cater to the needs of data requirements from both LIDAR and camera sensors has not currently been designed for a system such as the
e-scooter that can collect and store data and also fit the constraints and requirements of an e-scooter based system. When it comes to the hardware software orientation of the system, the system by Bian He et al[9] uses a combination of FPGA’s and Gigabit Ethernet hardware to allow for multi channel image collection. The usage of a image data loop acquisition algorithms to achieve this multi channel image acquisition. The data from the system is then sent over gigabit Ethernet to the host computer for storage and is built as a robust system with 0% packet loss for the image data.

Other systems involving FPGA’s as a means of image acquisition exist such as the system outlined in the paper by Song Gu and Zhou Hulin[10]. The paper outlines a CCD data acquisition system and a VGA display module with a DMA control module to act as a low power consumption system. The system uses the Nios II interface board as the primary embedded system designed by the Intel Corporation.

Since time-stamping is an important procedure for any data collection system, systems dedicated to the accuracy of the incoming image frame have also been researched and designed. One such paper by S. Esquembri et. al[11] involves combining FPGA’s with a synchronized time card and is based on the PXIE technology and essentially uses timing devices and hardware to allow for accurate hardware based time-stamping for the incoming image frames with the Precision Time Protocol developed by IEEE thus providing a hardware based solution.

Systems similar to the one employed by this thesis to allow for image acquisition that involve the use of the Linux Platforms have been implemented such as the system by Cheng Yao-Yu et. al[12]. The system exploits a S3C2410(ARMv9) embedded system running Linux to allow for image acquisition from USB cameras. The system touts the application of self composed drivers for allowing communication with the camera and the transplanting of a Linux system onto an embedded system.

Another similar system involves the application of the STM32F407 embedded system to connect directly to a OV2640 CMOS sensor along with the transfer of data over the Ethernet to a host computer in order to allow for data storage on an SD card has been explained in the paper by Yu Chai and Jike Xu[13]. The paper details the
use of DSP and development of the network to facilitate data acquisition and storage. This allows to store data over the network lowering memory requirements.

The specific Windows/Linux run libraries and software are an integral tool in any data acquisition system. One such software the Gstreamer software has been widely used as a non-proprietary library/collection of features to enable image transport, collection and processing. The paper by G. Sundari et. al[14] outlines the application of the Gstreamer software to achieve h.264 encoding to allow for high quality image streams and achieve high compression ratios.

Apart from USB interfaces, the application if the MIPI camera setup is also widely utilized in data collection systems. A paper by Kyusam Lim et. al[15] details implementation of a MIPI-CSI multi lane configuration system that is meant to collect data at an astonishing 4Gb/s as an implementation for High Definition video applications.

Protocols that attempting to combine the applications of ARM system with the flexibility of the MIPI cameras have been designed such as in the paper by Utsav Kumar[16]. The paper details the usage of a novel i2c protocol to facilitate communication between the embedded system and the MIPI camera.

For battery powered systems, low power is often a given requirement, this developing camera systems that focus on low power consumption are also extremely useful. One such system is an architecture outlined in the paper by Yueh-Chuan et. al[17]. It is a multi-lane MIPI CSI-2 based camera system meant for low power consumption while being able to channel high bandwidth data of up to 4Gb/s while allowing for reductions in clock rates in the system.

A slightly more complex system meant for autonomous driving for Mobility scooters was designed by Liu et al [18]. The perception portion of the three wheeled mobility scooters involved a short range LIDAR couple with a mid-range Laser range finder connected to a 2-DOF servo system in conjunction with a ZED Stereo camera. The processing was done using a Jetson TX2 with the help of a custom built IOT communications module for relaying sensor and processing data. These systems have given the research an ample understanding of the techniques used to design a similar
wearable system for the e-scooter. The research mentioned in this thesis thus draws a lot from such similar projects in areas such as sensor selection and device integration.

A system that comes close to the kind of system that this thesis proposes is the Google Street View Trekker[19]. This system is designed to capture 3D Velodyne Lidar data and 360-degree camera data. The system is meant to be a wearable that records sensory data as the person navigates about collecting street view type data for Google Maps. This system however is also not meant for collecting specifically vehicle interactions and is rather designed for collecting static data such as land topography especially given the height at which the LIDAR and camera records the data with respect to the person wearing the system.

2.3 LIDAR Camera Sensory Data Processing

The use of LIDAR camera systems as means of spatial data collection is well documented. X. Liang et al. shows the application of a LIDAR camera system for Forest Data Collection [20] as well as for coastal mapping by B. Madore[21]. Quite a bit of research has gone into the processing of LIDAR and camera data with papers such as the use of Gstreamer for recording and processing camera data by L.Wang et al. [22] which primarily discusses the use of the PyGI and the Python language and G. Sundari et al. [14] which discusses the use of Gstreamer to compress large amounts of video data using H.264 compression while papers by L. Zheng and Y. Fan[23] focus on data packet decoding for LIDAR data. Processing of LIDAR data has also been a subject of interest with a lot of focus at often times being on feature extraction on LIDAR data. S. Gargoum and K. El-Basyouny’s[24] paper, Y. Zhang et al. [25], X. Wang et al.[26] and R. Sahba et al.[27] on feature extraction from LIDAR data using Euclidian clustering, intensity clustering and other methods.
2.4 Sensor Fusion and System Calibration Techniques

Certain methods applied for calibration of stereo camera are also useful for finding the intrinsic matrices of the individual cameras, a paper by Chun Xie et. al[28] which utilizes a spatially coded structured light and a mobile camera in a handheld calibration setup in order to calibrate the cameras. These methods utilize a projector to project this spatially coded light in order to aid calibration. The paper claims results similar to the checkerboard based methods. Designed as a means for calibration to allow scenario reconstruction, it claims a deviation from the temporal coded structured light method more conventionally used. This applies similar to our method for using re-projection methods to fuse the LIDAR and the camera data, as the intrinsic and extrinsic matrices are involved in both methods. Once the initial projection matrix is calculated, it is then refined by decomposing the matrix into the individual intrinsic matrix and transformation parameters and then using non linear optimization.

Other methods for calculating the Projection matrix also involve deviations from the usual re-projection error minimization to instead steer towards a method using Linear Matrix inequality and converting the problem to that of a trace minimization problem such as in the paper by Yoshimichi Ito et. al[29].

When it comes to the task of finding the orientation of the camera with respect to a given co-ordinate frame, the paper by Yankun Lang et. al[30] describes an iterative method utilizing Kernel Density estimation and probability theory to find the alignment of the camera with respect to the ground. This paper can also be then used to find the complete extrinsic matrix between camera and LIDAR if the LIDAR’s orientation to the ground is known before hand. Other calibration methods for cameras with wide angle(or close to wide angle lenses) and fish-eye lenses such as by J. Kannala and S.S Brandt[31] that use the similar method of finding the patterns of planar calibration and focus heavily on the geometry of the lenses for achieving results claimed to be comparable to the state of the art methods utilized.
An effort to turn towards more automated methods of calibration owing to the
time and effort required for a setup where the calibration shifts due to for example, a
changing of the lens or movement of the camera LIDAR or camera-camera setup. One
such methods to automate the camera attempts to change the calibration method by
utilizing a different template than the standard checkerboard and uses calibration
points similar to the use of ARuCo markers now frequently used for calibration such
as the paper by Weidong Song et. al[32] changing the traditional calibration with its
automated aspect.

The utilization of the camera calibration toolbox in MATLAB has also been re-
searched in detail as a means of calculating the extrinsic and intrinsic matrix has
also been detailed such as in the paper by Azra Fetic et al. [33]. Research into the
multi-modal camera calibration in order to transfer the projection matrix from one
camera to a second camera in a multi camera setup has been published in a paper by
Andrey Bushnevskiy et al. [34]

Since the widely used methods for camera calibration involve error L2 minimiza-
tion problems, other methods involving the use of genetic algorithms as an add on to
the widely used methods has been detailed in a paper by Yuanyuan Dong [35] and by
Peng Liu [36] where the latter claims better calibration results than Tsai’s Calibration
algorithm/method with the genetic algorithm consisting of the fitness function and
also allowing for crossover in order to achieve better precision. Methods for applying
measurement adjustment theory as an add on to camera calibrations have been shown
in a paper by Liyan Liu [37]

There have also been papers outlining methods for sensor fusion of camera and
LIDAR data as well as calibration of the camera. The camera position estimation has
also been outlined in the paper by D. H. Lee [38] utilizes SolvePnP and Kalman filter.
The methods involving the camera calibration and the use of Levenberg-Marquadt
algorithm (solvepnp) have been significantly used as a basis for calibration and sensor
fusion between the cameras and the LIDAR in the methods described in this thesis.
Papers such as those by Y. Yenaydin and K. W. Schmidt [39] and J. Li et. al [40] outline Camera and 2D LIDAR for lane detection purposes. Similar papers expanding the details and methods of fusion to 3D LIDAR and cameras exist such as those by Ankit Dhall et al. [41] and Velas, Martin et al. [42] utilizes the cost function method as well as the Levenberg Marquadt algorithm for finding the transformation between the camera and 3D LIDAR as well as between two 3D Lidars using ArUco markers. Papers on further processing of camera and LIDAR data for further processing of LIDAR and camera data using Markov chains is then outlined in the paper by A. Rangesh and M. M. Trivedi [43].

Methods involving calibration of camera and a 2D Laser Range Finder using a checkerboard target have been achieved and documented in the paper by PDF Fumio Itami[44]. This paper outlines attempting to reduce the error in the rotation matrix often observed in calibration by rotating the LIDAR slightly to improve the calibration along with a calibration method to measure the rotation of the LIDAR to improve the overall calibration. A paper showing how the camera and 3D LIDAR calibration can be achieved with the application of multiple V-shaped planes and using point correspondences instead of plane mapping has also been shown in a paper by Zhaozheng Hu [45] and involves calculating the rotation and translation matrices separately and involves calibration and testing in both simulation and real world.

Improvement of the method of calibration of 3D LIDAR and a monocular camera by means of pose estimation has been shown in the paper by Jiunn-Kai Huang and J. W. Grizzle[46]. His method involves the use of targets of known geometry to minimize errors in the LIDAR data as well as a cross-validation study to compare the edges of the target in the point cloud space with the camera images and estimates a 70% reduction in error from a baseline has also been documented in his paper.

Packaging the task of calibration of a Velodyne LIDAR and a Point grey camera into a MATLAB toolbox has been done with the documentation written in a paper by Yecheng Lyu[47]. The calibration is designed as an interactive toolbox which utilizes scanning the LIDAR data to find the vertices of a board to calculate the extrinsic
matrix and supports a pin-hole as well as a fish-eye camera model. This multiple model method helps for cameras with fish-eye lenses as the normal model does not work for these ultra-wide lenses due to the high distortions in these lenses.

More complex methods for arbitrary camera LIDAR optimization not involving specific targets and attempting to calibrate based on whatever the camera LIDAR setups views. This method, outlined in the paper by Bo Fu et. al[48]. This method involves moving the camera LIDAR setup and simply capturing camera images in order to attempt to reconstruct a 3D environment alone, and then using graph optimization to fit said reconstructed 3D environment with the LIDAR’s 3D point cloud. The method is also outlined as a means to improve upon general methods of optimization such as methods involving checkerboards.

Other simpler methods attempt to calibrate the LIDAR and camera data online, by means of using image processing methods. The paper by Chih-Ming Hsu [49] outlines such a method involving the application of edge filters to the image and utilizing inverse distance transforms to understand edge alignments and then compare the data with the edges in the LIDAR point cloud in order to calibrate the system.

Although a checkerboard is a common seen object when it comes to calibration, other methods involving using a colored sphere for calibration of multiple RGB cameras and a VLP-16 LIDAR have been outlined in the paper by Geun-Mo Lee et. al[50]. The implication involve being able to locate the center of the sphere only if a few data points are available as well and claims to have a re-projection error of 3 pixels in addition to the benefit given by quick and easy calibration with only a minute of processing required to perform the calibration and obtain the results.

Methods involving the use of PSO or Particle Swarm optimization to aid calibration of a Stereo camera and a LIDAR has been shown in the paper by Vijay John et. al[51]. This paper also aims at usage of arbitrary objects similar to the paper by Bo Fu[48]. However the applications are limited to the usage of a stereo camera or a multi-camera setup where the calibration between the two cameras is known.
The paper utilizes a novel cost function and the Viterbi based stereo disparity estimation as a means to eventually calculate the extrinsic matrix. The paper estimates an improved calibration due to the integration of the LiDAR range image with the Viterbi based disparity estimation to yield better calibration.

An interesting paper written by M.A. Zaiter [52] involves focus on finding the extrinsic matrix between the LiDAR and the ground. It attempts to do the same by combining all LiDAR frames into a single frame in order to find the position of the sensor and therefore the extrinsic matrix of the sensor w.r.t ground. Although the paper is not designed as a means to perform camera LiDAR calibration, it is nonetheless an important method that can be couple with other camera-ground based methods to achieve overall calibration of the sensors.

There have also been research involving calibrations for setups involving multiple LiDARs and camera mounts. This paper written by Radhika Ravi et. al[53] involves using feature matching between multiple cameras and 3D point clouds in order to calibrate all the sensors simultaneously. The proposed calibration feature extraction heavily and is meant to be a solution for terrestrial or aerial systems involving multiple sensors in an outdoor environment. The paper also aims at systems containing an INS component and aims to find the transformations between all the sensors and the INS system as well.

Fusion methods involving calibration similar to the one outlined in this paper are of interesting note such as the paper by Zoltan Pusztai and Levente Hajder[54] attempts to use ordinary boxes to calibrate a LiDAR and camera setup. The system primarily uses a combination of the RANSAC algorithm in conjunction with the Single Value Decomposition(SVD) algorithm and the Levenberg Marquadt algorithm to generate the extrinsic matrix for fusion. The system is the calibrated using the simulation of the entire calibration setup including a model of the VLP-16 LiDAR using the Blender simulation software.
3. DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM

In order to design a data collection system, we looked at some existing systems designed for benchmark data collection of this nature. We specifically looked at vehicles such as the vehicle used to create the KITTI dataset. These cars were equipped with 3D-LIDAR, grayscale and colored cameras, GPS systems and Inertial measurement units. We also looked at certain aerial (UAV) based data collection systems as well. Notably we tried to look at the sensors used in such systems. Since the requirements of the data collection was related to geo-spatial awareness like the ones used in autonomous cars, we also looked at certain self-driving car configurations and the sensors and on board data processing systems employed by the same.

The system requirements stated the need for a system that could collect data for periods of times usually associated with e-scooter rides (2 hours maximum). Since the requirement was that of a wearable system, low weight and relatively ease of handling were important factors. A large unwieldy system would affect the rider and thus affect a naturalistic data collection compared to an easy to use, light system. The system
needed to be battery powered with the battery or any part of the system not being wired to the e-scooter for purposes of safety for the rider in the event of crashes. Being battery powered demanded a system based around relatively low power usage. A simple user interface although not absolutely essential was deemed as a requirement to make it easier to control the data recording process and troubleshoot the system if deemed necessary.

Fig. 3.2. The Data Acquisition System
3.1 Hardware System

There were a considerable number of constraints as well as requirements in developing a data collection system on an e-scooter. Primary considerations were weight and duration of operation of the system. Secondary considerations were ease of use of the system and a modular approach to allow for design changes. Since the e-scooter is meant to collect data about surrounding objects. The final system consisted of 2 USB cameras, a 3D LIDAR with integrated IMU as sensors with a Jetson TX2.

3.1.1 Camera Selection

There were several primary considerations for camera selection to be mounted on top of the e-scooter. Some of these were resolution, frames per second, shutter type, connector type, bandwidth requirements and color or grayscale. Since it was important that the presence of the data collection system should not affect the driver, the weight and volume of each individual part including the camera be taken into consideration and attempted to be minimized.

The three primary cameras selected were the FLIR Grasshopper 3, the Generic USB webcam with the Sony IMX291 sensor and the Logitech c920. It was also vital that the camera selection be compatible with the hardware and software of the data collection system onboard. Since we were planning on using an embedded system running Ubuntu ARM, we chose a camera that was compatible with this type of embedded device. With all these considerations in mind we decided to select the Logitech c920 webcam capable of delivering 1080p @30fps with h.264 or MJPEG format over USB3.0. The camera consumes about 150mA of current at 5V and is equipped with a 1/3” sensor. The camera is quite small and measure approximately 90 grams including the lens. The volumetric dimensions of the camera measure 38cmx38cmx30cm making it a small and portable camera fit for our application.

Resolution was an important factor in camera selection as resolution is one of the factors which determines the number of pixels that will record a given object at a
given distance. We ultimately decided to go with a camera capable of delivering 1080p with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels which was the active working area of the camera sensor as well. Here the FLIR grasshopper was better and could provide 2048x2048 resolution, and the Generic USB webcam camera could provide 1080p resolution.

The frame rate of the camera was also an important factor in the camera selection. The Ouster LIDAR had a low frame rate of 10 Hz and captures data by constantly rotating a sensor base that captures a radial section of the surroundings and does not capture the entire surroundings data at once. This is similar to the rolling shutter feature in the camera in which the camera does not record the entire image at once and instead takes out pixel rows one by one causing distortion effects.

It is important to note that although the other two cameras could also provide same or better frame rate, only the Grasshopper 3 and the Logitech c920 could provide and adjustable frame rate, where frame rate could be changed depending on the number of cameras. This allowed us to add more cameras on the Tx2 which was a significant hindrance in utilizing multiple cameras. Another reasoning for non-

Fig. 3.3. Logitech c920 camera Source: Logitech website
selection of the Sony sensor based generic webcam was the bandwidth allocation. Generic UVC drivers for the camera allocated a bandwidth that was much higher than the actual observed bandwidth of the camera which was monitored using a Linux utility called USBtop. This meant the Tx2 would throttle the bandwidth for other devices notably the SDD and a second camera which prevented us from using multiple cameras i.e. the Generic USB Webcam’s.

Since the LIDAR records an entire 360-degree surroundings in 64 chunks instead of a single image. Thus, if an image could be taken for every single chunk of LIDAR data, perfect synchronization of the two data streams could be achieved. The required frame rate of the camera would thus shoot up to 640 fps. Therefore, a camera with a higher frame rate would allow us to choose an image which was taken closest to the timestamps of the frame.

This would allow one to choose a LIDAR frame and camera frame closest to each other chronologically. Since an ideal frame rate of 640 fps is quite difficult to achieve with cameras that are both relatively inexpensive and not bulky, we decided to go with the highest possible frame rate which we could achieve with USB webcams i.e. 30 fps at 1080p, yet allow for multiple cameras to be attached. The selection of this frame rate would give us roughly 3 frames to select from for every individual LIDAR point cloud frame. The camera also provides 8-bit color data and although the processes of object detection and tracking don’t need color and can work with grayscale images, the presence of color on the camera does allow for a system equipped with the feature which can be exploited later for other applications such as color based tracking methods. One of the drawbacks of the camera is the rolling shutter.

As explained previously, the presence of a rolling shutter may result in the distortion of objects moving at high speeds depending on the direction of their travel. However, since the maximum relative speeds of the e-scooter w.r.t the surrounding and the relative distortion as a result of the same is quite low and does not seem to affect either the segmentation process or the LIDAR camera fusion to a degree that affects the scenario reconstruction. The lens selection discussion was primarily
centered around the field of view of the lens. The Generic USB webcam also included a rolling shutter but the FLIR Grasshopper 3 did provide a global shutter.

The camera came inbuilt with an cs-mount lens and a horizontal field of view of 78 degrees and a diagonal f.o.v of 90 degree. Since the aim was to cover at least 90 degrees at the front of the camera, with the angle centered around the longitudinal axis of the e-scooter and facing in the same direction as the rider. The compatibility on the software side was also a consideration in camera selection. The two primary methods to collect data on a Linux platform were the IEEE standard 1394 driver and the multimedia platform for Linux known as Gstreamer that utilized the v4l2 library. Since this camera used the H.264 as well as MJPG format, it was therefore Gstreamer compatible and we decided to implement software around the same.

It must be noted that while the Generic USB webcam did work with accelerated Gstreamer, but applying the Gstreamer functionality for the FLIR camera was difficult to achieve due to the drivers for the FLIR camera being not part of the Gstreamer library at the time of writing. In addition, workarounds using FLIR’s Spinnaker Python API would have to be utilized to enable Gstreamer which would cause more CPU overhead defeating the purpose of using the hardware acceleration aspect of the Gstreamer API.

3.1.2 LIDAR Selection

The selection of the LIDAR had some considerations that were similar to the considerations we made for the camera. The main considerations were size and weight and hardware compatibility that were similar to the camera. The other parameters that were kept in mind for LIDAR selection were 2D vs 3D lidar, resolution, frame rate, sensor speed, number of generated points, hardware connectivity, range, accuracy, and cost. However, the lack of options in the market for a LIDAR relative to that compared to that of the camera meant severely limited options to select for the same. Certain other methods that incorporate the use of a 2D LIDAR that spins
in two planes to create a 3D point cloud was also considered but was rejected due to the added complexity of such a device both in terms of design, installation and processing. For this reason, a 3D LIDAR was chosen.

The other LIDAR’s primarily considered were the Velodyne 64E, the Velodyne HDL 32E and the SICK MRS1000. The Velodyne HDL 64E was discarded as a selection due to its extremely bulky weight standing at 12.7Kg which would make an extremely heavy system not suitable for wearing. The Velodyne 32E and the SICK MRS1000 would however compare better weighing at approximately 1 Kg and 1.3 Kg still more than two-folds heavier than the OS1- 64 which measured at just about 455 grams favoring the Ouster LIDAR.

The consideration was selection between a 2D and a 3D LIDAR. Since 2D LIDAR’s only capture data in the plane of the LIDAR sensor, the objects above and below the LIDAR do not come into view. In addition, on a constantly tilting system such as an e-scooter, the plane of recording data itself would constantly tilt and rotate. Thus, without some sort of stabilization mechanism, would have the effect of missing out on potential objects of interest. This was a primary reason for not selecting the SICK MRS1000 for our system.

Of the currently existing 3D LIDAR’s the one we selected was the best in terms of functionality to cost. We therefore went with an Ouster OS-1 64 beam medium range LIDAR. The LIDAR is capable to generating 1,29,000 points at the rate of 10Hz. It has a horizontal Field of view of 360 degrees and a vertical field of view of 33.2 degrees divided evenly around the mid-plane of the sensor housing.

The LIDAR has a maximum range of 120 meters with an estimated accuracy of +/- 5cm(advertised) for Lambertian targets. In terms of accuracy however although the difference between the LIDAR’s is very comparable being between +/- 2 cm for the Velodyne HDL 32 Beam LIDAR.

Although these two Velodyne LIDAR’s have greater accuracy, there were other parameters in addition to the cost from the LIDAR’s which are in favour of the selection of the Ouster OS1-64 3D LIDAR.
Vertical Accuracy of the Velodyne 32-E also fared worse than the Ouster solution, due to its significantly less horizontal rings (32 compared to 64) in a 3D volume at 1.25° compared to the 0.7° given by Ouster. This value significantly affected the LIDAR beams falling on the cars. Although the Velodyne 32 E LIDAR would get around this issue by distributing the beams closer to the center of the field, this would create issues for a system such as ours that tends to constantly pitch and roll depending on the orientation of the driver.

Although comparable with other LIDAR setups, the reason for selection of the Ouster LIDAR for this particular project is the vertical field of view. The Ouster OS1-64 LIDAR had a 44.5° which edged out over the Velodyne HDL 32E which had a vertical field of view of 40°. The LIDAR comes with a sensor interface that allows to transmit the LIDAR data over the Ethernet using the UDP protocol. The Sensor housing and the gigabit sensor interface operate at 24Volts and consume about 1.8 amps of current.

In terms of hardware functionality and software compatibility, the ability of the sensor interface to stream the data over the Ethernet over UDP allowed a host of different recording methods to be implemented. The implementation of the UDP protocol as a means of sending over the data also made the memory size requirements on the collection systems on-board computer slightly easier. Most notably the LIDAR came with a freely available ROS driver to capture, record and convert data and store with timestamps.

3.1.3 Embedded System Selection

Since volume weight and power consumption of the data processing on-board computer were primary considerations. We decided to go with an embedded system.
A single board computer, with appropriate storage capabilities to record data from the cameras and the LIDAR and store them efficiently. With these considerations in
mind, we decide to go with the NVIDIA Jetson Tx2 running an ARM based Ubuntu 16.04 as the primary on-board computer. The other development platforms primarily considered were the Raspberry Pi 4, the Radxa Rock 4 platform and the NVIDIA Jetson Nano/Tx1 platform.

Although the Jetson Tx2 development kit comes with a relatively big motherboard of size 170mm x 170mm x 2.5cm, the actual Jetson SOM(System on Module) measures just 50x 87 mm and can be connected to a Orbitty carrier board of the same size for a total volume of 87mm x 50mmx 50mm same as the Jetson Tx1. This volume is comparable to the that of the Raspberry Pi 4 which along with the casing necessary for heat removal were about 97mm x 66mm x 41mm with the Rock 4 having similar dimensions as the Pi.

The CPU contains a Dual core NVIDIA Denver 2 in conjunction with an ARM cortex A57 and 8GB of LPDDR4 memory. This was a primary reason for selection of the Jetson Tx2 as the Pi 4 at the time of selection was only available in 1,2 and 4GB variants with the Rock having 2. Although it must be noted that 8GB variants are available at the time of writing. The Rock,Jetson Tx1 and the Nano also fell short in this area with 4GB of memory available. The amount of memory allowed for the ROS based LIDAR processes to use the RAM to act as a buffer space for incoming LIDAR data as the UDP packets were processed.

The carrier board among other things, comes equipped with a USB 3.0 port a Gigabit Ethernet port. Here the Pi 4 came close as it also has Gigabit Ethernet as the Jetson Tx2, with the Tx1 and Nano not providing this feature which would cause considerable packet loss as the LIDAR connection expects Gigabit Ethernet for smooth functioning. The Tx2 and Tx1 platforms also allow for a SATA port that allows us to access an extra PCI-e lane that allows for smoother storage to the hard drive. The Rock 4 and Pi 4 does not have this feature but does have the USB 3.0 same as all the other platforms.

The Jetson Tx2 also allowed for the installation of Ubuntu 16.04 which is widely used as the Operating system to install ROS system. Here the Tx1 and Nano compare
as they can also have Ubuntu installations. The ROS installation on the Raspberry Pi 4 is trickier than other due to the usual operating system on the Raspberry Pi 4 being the Debian OS. Another reason for the not selecting the Pi 4 and Rock 4 here is also the relative lack of online community support for the Ubuntu Mate system on the Pi4 and Rock 4 compared to its Debian Linux variant.

Fig. 3.6. Nvidia Jetson Tx2 Development Board with SOC

Most notably the NVIDIA board comes equipped with methods for hardware accelerated JPEG conversion and video encoding methods. Both of which can be utilized to store the data coming in from the cameras. The presence of a USB3.0 also allows for higher bandwidth and allows for the addition of more cameras. The presence of an ARM based system also allows for less power consumption compared to that of a traditional 32 or 64 bit system. The system operates at an advertised 19 volts at maximum consumption of 4.74 amps. Although the system only comes with
one USB 3.0 port, this was expanded with the use of USB hubs. This advantage of the NVIDIA platform was also considered compared to the Raspberry Pi 4 platform.

3.1.4 Battery and Supporting Electronics Selection

In order to run the data collection system wirelessly on-board, we decided to use batteries to power the whole system. Since the major components that required power were the Jetson Tx2 board and the Ouster LIDAR.

The total consumption is about 34.6 watts. The value for the Jetson Tx2 is the maximum consumption as provided by the manufacturer’s datasheet. The current consumption for the OS-1-64 sensor is relatively fixed and does not waiver depend on conditions. The current consumption for the cameras is about 200mA for each camera and about 400mA for two cameras at 5V. The current consumption for the SSD is about 1.6 A at maximum. That coupled with the requirements for the USB hubs internal circuitry as well is thus adds up to about 2A of consumption. For a standard external laptop battery, which is 185 W-h, the time of discharge is calculated
Table 3.1.
Average Measured Power Consumption for the Data Acquisition System (using carrier board)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Voltage (V)</th>
<th>Current (A)</th>
<th>Power (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Jetson TX2 (carrier Board)</td>
<td>11.92</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>1.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>OS1- 64 w sensor interface</td>
<td>23.62</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>17.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>USB hub</td>
<td>4.986</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>6.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Logitech c920</td>
<td>4.986</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>4.986</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>4.697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Buck Boost Converter (Tx2)</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Buck Boost Converter (LIDAR)</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by dividing the total watt-hours possible divided by the max wattage required by the sum of the individual components giving us a rough idea of the working hours for this battery-based setup.

The battery was chosen with these requirements in mind and a standard Laptop external charger was deemed as a good option due to its pre-existing multiple voltage level selections and the higher than required energy capacity. The battery was capable of delivering 185W-h or 50,000mAh, with the ability to give out a maximum of 130Watts. The battery, consisting of 3.7V Li-Ion cells in parallel, had internal current limiting circuitry allowing for over-current and under-current protection. The Power bank could supply voltage of 20V (or 12 V) and 5V with the latter being provided as a USB socket. Weighing at 2.7lb, the system could go from 0 percent charge to full charge in under 6 hours.

\[
\text{Time of discharge} = \frac{185 \text{ W-h}}{35 \text{ W}} = 5.285 \text{ hours} \tag{3.1}
\]
In order to provide the required currents and voltages to each of the individual components, a DC-DC converter, was used to provide the appropriate amount of voltage to each component. Since the Jetson Tx2 needs about 1.5 amps of current (carrier board version), a buck-boost converter with a maximum current draw of 3 Amps was chosen. Two similar buck-boost converters were used to power 20V and 5V to the Ouster Sensor and the USB hub respectively.

Both versions of the board could be used for the system, if the carrier board was utilized the only difference would be that the SSD would be connected to the USB port via a SATA to USB cable. If the Development board was utilized then a SATA SSD could be connected directly to the SATA port on the Development Board as shown in the circuit diagram. Although the TX2 required a higher voltage of 19V compared to the carrier board, the power requirement actually drawn was similar in terms of wattage with the total power draw being roughly 20.5 watts with 1.07 Amps being measure on a multi-meter. The only change to the system required the Jetson Tx2 development board being placed inside a shoulder carry bag due to its greater volume than the Carrier Board. The antenna that sits outside the housing on the outside of the housing of the Tx2 helps the signal connection between the smartphone and the TX2 to be a strong connection.

The usage of a DHCP server allowed for the elimination of a separate router or Ethernet switch and allowed the Sensor Interface box to be directly connected to the Ethernet Port of the Tx2. The process to set up the DHCP server was usually done at the start of each reboot cycle with the help of bash script and by including the command to run the script in the bashrc file in Ubuntu Linux which ran a few seconds at the start after every reboot.

The DHCP server setup primarily involved flushing the IP addresses on the Ethernet interface, followed by the assigning of a static IP address to the interface. This would be followed by the switching on said interface, running the dnsmasq program (which actually started a DHCP server) and allowing devices physically connected to the Ethernet jack to get assigned IP addresses and establish connection in
order to allow the transfer of the LIDAR data. This procedure however required the sensor interface box to remain switched off till the Ethernet interface is switched on.

In order to achieve this, the GPIO on the Tx2 was allowed to toggle the connection to the Sensor Interface/ Ethernet Adapter via an SPDT relay and a NPN transistor. The GPIO pin 38 on the J21 header of the Tx2 was connected to the base of the 2N3904 transistor with a 10K current limiting resistor. The emitter of the NPN transistor was connected to the ground of the USB hub’s power supply while the collector was connected to one of the coil pins of the SPDT relay.

The other coil pin of the SPDT relay was connected to the positive rail of the Hub’s power supply. A freewheeling diode 1N4001 was connected in reverse bias parallel to the SPDT relay. The positive rail of the incoming power supply was spliced and connected to the NO and COM pins of the SPDT relay. Using the sysfs interface on the Tx2, the GPIO could be toggled, allowing to switch the LIDAR on and off. The command line command for the switch on of the LIDAR was baked into the DHCP server startup script and could be re-initiated via the UI if necessary.

3.2 Software System

3.2.1 Software Recording Process

The software recording process is initiated by pressing buttons on the UI. The recording process involves the UI server initiating a simple DHCP server to start the connection of the LIDAR to the Tx2. This allows for bypassing the router and enabling direct connection between these two devices. The UI also initiates the ROS Lidar driver in order to make the LIDAR to start sending data to the Tx2. The UI can be used to also initiate the Gstreamer recording as the synchronization software.
Fig. 3.8. The DC-DC Buck Boost converter displays showing the voltages being supplied to the LIDAR and the Carrier Board. The system is housed inside the metallic box on top of which the LIDAR is fitted.
3.2.2 LIDAR Data Collection

ROS for Ouster LIDAR

For the Ouster LIDAR there are a couple of ways to record the data. Since the data is available over UDP many different library implementations can be used to initiate data transfer and the record the incoming UDP packets. One efficient way of
recording the data is via the use of ROS. Ouster provides a maintained package for
ROS variants, Kinetic and upwards. The ROS driver requires the sensor be connected
over the Ethernet with security setting on the host Ubuntu computer and the network
router to allow for UDP data transfer over the local network.

Fig. 3.11. Rosbag LIDAR data visualization using Rviz

The driver was downloaded from its Git repository and cloned into a local folder
using the git clone command. The workspace was then built using the 'catkin_make'
command. The driver was then simply launched using the “roslaunch ouster_ros
os1.launch rviz:=false lidar_mode:=2048x10” command.

The launch file would then start the driver which would publish the available
topics. One of the primary reasons for selecting the ROS driver for recording the
data is the abstraction ROS allows in terms of writing code to record data. Since all
matters of initiating connection, recording the data and synchronization of recording
is handles by ROS, the complexity is greatly reduced and requires one to only write a launch file to initiate the driver. The driver also efficiently packages the UDP data from the LIDAR as well as the IMU data into the ROS bag to be opened as required. The same driver also allows for conversion between the UDP data to range values. This range values data can then be stored inside another bag file that can then be used for SLAM in post processing. Once the driver is initiated, the rosbag record command line API is used to initiate the actual recording of data from the LIDAR.

This new bag file(s) containing the range values can directly used with the Google Cartographer software with some additional filtering. The recording can be initiated on the Ubuntu command line itself or initiated via a bash script or the Python3 using the OS library. The command looking something like “rosbag record - -udp -b 0 - -split - -size=1024 /os1_node/lidar_packets”. The - -udp flag helps in optimizing
data storage for UDP type data, the -b 0 flag signifies a buffer/RAM memory of how much ever is available from the system for the purposes of recording. The -split --size=1024 flag divides the recording of the bag file into individual chunks of roughly 1024MB to avoid the formation of large files that would make processing difficult.

![Fig. 3.13. Bag file info displayed using the rosbag command line API](image)

This thus allows for efficient transport and storage of recording and storage due to the data being in the nature of UDP packets and allows for the computational overhead being pushed further into the post processing phase while reducing the memory overhead for both the on-board computer in case of the car and the NVIDIA Jetson TX2 in case of the e-scooter. The ROS based method also uses UNIX timestamps which allows use to synchronize the data with the camera data even if the camera data is recorded using a different method such as the Gstreamer pipeline as it also uses the UNIX timestamp to synchronize the stored images.

### 3.2.3 Camera Data Collection System

**Gstreamer pipeline for e-scooter Web camera**

This Gstreamer based method for the web camera was developed for a system consisting of a single web camera that could run USB 3.0 at around 30 FPS. Gstreamer
is a multimedia library designed with drivers and video and audio signal processing features. It also features a command line API as well as plugins for OpenCV and Python. Gstreamer was primarily considered as a means of software for the data collection system due to some of the hardware acceleration-based methods available on the Jetson TX2.

The software allows for the construction of “graphs” of video and audio processing elements. Each of these elements make up a graph that is also referred to as a pipeline. The logic of “sinks” and “sources” is used in Gstreamer where a source is considered as a source of incoming data or signals typically video or audio. A sink is usually referred to as a form of output of the pipeline.

The method was developed for storing either a video of the incoming camera stream or to store frame by frame compressed JPEG images. The method of usage of Gstreamer for our system was to source the data from the UVC web camera using a driver such as the “v4l2src” element in conjunction with a “videoconvert” to convert the data between required formats and then finally to a filesink element. The hardware accelerated features of the TX2, namely the “nvvidconv” and “nvjpegenc” allowed for reducing CPU and memory load.

In all the methods described below the driver always used is the v4l2src Linux driver for Ubuntu 16.04 capabilities for the. The v4l2src element is thus supplied with its main argument i.e the device path. This refers to the path of the webcam in the /dev directory in the root filesystem and for the Jetson TX2 connected on the Orbitty carrier board always refers to the /dev/video0 file.

Unless accessed on the NVIDIA Jetson TX2 development kit, the /dev/video0 file always refers to the default MIPI webcam. A simple Python script could also be used in conjunction with the a Linux library such as evdev to match the details of the camera. A similar Gstreamer pipeline with /dev/video1 argument in the v4l2src element was used for the second camera.

The software-based video recording pipeline utilizes the x264enc to enable conversion of raw video into h.264 compressed data. The major upside of this method as
compared to raw video saving is substantial as the raw video has a bit-rate close to 10 times larger than the compressed image. The downside to the method however is the latency generated is often observed at higher frame rates and higher resolutions.

To mitigate this effect the Jetson TX2 offers a hardware accelerated video encoding block. This block allows for x264 encoding. This element was used together with “nvvidconv”, a proprietary NVIDIA plugin for Gstreamer that allows for conversion to other NV12 formats. The method is thus used the nvvidconv element in place of the default videoconvert element in the Gstreamer and similarly the x264enc is replaced by NVIDIA’s omxh264enc element.

The software-based image recording pipeline still uses the default v4l2 driver for UVC webcams. In this method the element primarily is composed of the v4l2src source. This is followed by “videoconvert” element that allows the conversion of the video data into the required video formats as requested by the next element. This element is the “jpegenc” element that sources JPEG images.

The quality property of the ”jpegenc” element can be set from a value of 0 to 100. This property greatly alters the size of the final saved image(25KB - 1.3MB). The difference between the size of a default saved image thus affects the total number of hours for which data can be saved by the data collection system which is stored using the multifilesink element which stores the formatted JPEG’s in the required directory in the External SSD or in the memory.

The hardware accelerated image recording pipeline simply replaces the videoconvert and jpegenc elements with the proprietary Gstreamer plugins on nvvidconv and nvjpegenc. The important hardware acceleration being provided by the nvjpegenc block. The quality property can also be set for the nvjpegenc block as well and generates the same sizes of images as shown in the figure 3.15.
ROS for Webcam camera

At the time of writing, there exists an available ROS driver for cameras compatible with the Gstreamer interface. The driver basically attaches itself to the end of the
Gstreamer pipeline and takes in raw RGB-x images. The driver then publishes out topics such as camera/image_raw and camera/image_raw/compressed consisting of the standard ROS standard messages for compressed and uncompressed messages. The messages then can be simply recorded using the “rosbag record” command. This method although easy to implement with a working driver was initially investigated as but dropped for several reasons.

The chief reasons among this being that the frame rate on the rosbag based recording depends upon available CPU power. Since the NVIDIA Jetson TX2 still uses a smaller CPU than most standard desktops, the frame rate dropped considerably as a result compared to the Gstreamer method. For a single camera connected on the saving raw images the frame rate dropped to about 11.3 fps from a possible 30fps. This is primarily due to the ROS driver having to handle, transport and compress images on the CPU. This method thus eliminated the benefits hardware acceleration provided by the NVIDIA Gstreamer proprietary compression techniques and the pure Gstreamer method was implemented.

![Gstreamer Hardware accelerated frame storing pipeline](image)

3.2.4 Synchronization

In order to achieve synchronization, i.e a timestamping of the camera data in a manner similar to that of the LIDAR data, a Linux program by the name of inotify-
wait was used. The inotifywait can accurately create a flag when a certain file enters a folder and retrieve the name of the said file as output. The logic of the program was to use the inotifywait to monitor the folder which would be continuously filled with images each with a distinct name as the gstreamer program generated the compressed images. This method was implemented via a bash file that would trigger the inotifywait to monitor the folder for changes and then as inotifywait returned the filename, the bash script would then record the current Unix timestamp and then append the name of the inotifywait file with the Unix timestamp value into an empty text file. Once the collection process was done this file could then be used as reference to find out the timestamp of a given image name.

3.2.5 User Interface

A simple but robust User Interface was also developed to aid the process of data collection. The primary aim of the interface was to allow the e-scooter rider control over the data collection process. The UI system was developed to be accessible via a mobile device in the vicinity of the Tx2 system. This allowed the user to open a browser-based interface on his smartphone to allow him to start and stop the data collection process. The implementation of the data collection system was done via the use of two softwares running on the Tx2.

The first one is the Node-Red programming tool that provides the UI, the second is a Python script that uses certain ROS and os libraries to begin the required ROS/Linux processes. The two programs are connected via a simple local websocket implementation. The Node Red server runs uses the Node-JS, a Javascript runtime system. Node-Red was primarily selected over other languages due to it primarily being a browser-based UI that allowed for the creation of a quick and easy dashboard that can be quickly viewed on a browser window on the local network.

This eliminates the need to write server-side programs on the TX2 which would be required to serve the necessary UI webpages and allowed for faster testing and
implementation. The additional benefit of using Node-Red is the use of websockets allows for the connection of node-red over a virtualized TCP to the Python programs that can be used to launch and handle the ROS elements. As mentioned earlier, any changes to the Python code or the adding of any features to the system can be quickly reflected in the UI due to its Simulink like approach to designing code and simplicity in designing UI interfaces.

Node-Red was also selected over Python due to its simplicity when it comes to designing quick UI’s and also to provide a Simulink like structure to the code of the UI as Node-Red uses Flows similar to the of Simulink wiring and block diagram that allows for quick changes to be made to the system.

Node-Red Server

The software that primarily served as the back-end for the UI was the Node-Red server / programming tool. This programming tool enables IOT type applications and was able to run JavaScript functions(built on NodeJS) along with many other features. One such feature was the Node-Red dashboard library. This library allowed for the creation of UI that could be accessed within the local network. The system would act as a server that allowed one to open the UI page through a browser on a device on the local network.

The pressing of a button on the UI page creates an event that is sent back to the node-red server. The system simultaneously also runs a web-socket server. This server allows the Python client on the other end of the connection to wait for data signals to be sent over to initiate the ROS/Windows processes. Here the flows are wired to either trigger the processes directly, via the exec node provided natively by Node-Red. The software is designed to send over a distinct character over the websocket to the Python client waiting on the other end.

The exec node upon triggering, allows to start certain Linux processes, such as killing the recording processes of ROS and Gstreamer as well as inotifywait using
the “killall” Linux command. The reason for using the exec node to kill the linux process instead of doing it via the web-socket allows for redundancy in the event the Python program stops responding. Node-Red Dashboard. The UI can be accessed via a smartphone browser on the same network. For ease of use, the Tx2 connects to a hotspot running on the users phone.

Fig. 3.18. Node-Red UI Dashboard

Fig. 3.19. Node-Red Command Prompt
Python Websocket Client

On startup the script connects to the websocket server hosted by Node-Red and starts listening for data. The Python script web-socket client, upon receiving strings from the Node-Red web-socket server, parses the required data and then runs a given function that either starts the ROS lidar driver, the ROS based lidar data collection, the Gstreamer based camera data recording or the synchronization code i.e inotifywait. The script then uses the roslaunch library and a threading system to accordingly initiate and launch the ROS drivers and start the bash file which contains the recording processes.
4. DATA PRE-PROCESSING AND SYSTEM CALIBRATION

4.1 LIDAR and IMU Data Pre-Processing

The data collected by the e-scooter collection system primarily consisted of LIDAR, IMU and camera data. The LIDAR data was usually generated into split bag files each containing a section of the overall duration of LIDAR data. Bag files are the general methods of recording ROS data. A Python API exists to deal with ROS bag data. The Python library “robag” was primarily used to extract data from the bag files. The LIDAR sensor interface would send UDP packet data over the Ethernet, the ROS driver for the LIDAR would receive the data on the application layer and then compress the data if instructed and transport each UDP packet as a separate ROS message.

The bag files, if compressed during recording, were first decompressed using the rosbag command line tools. A Python script would then use the OS library to iterate over the bag files in the bag file folder. The decompressed bag files would then be read one by one and then each "message" containing the UDP binary data be saved into a string and saved as a text file. Since the LIDAR generated 1280 UDP messages per second, the output folder for the Python script would very quickly fill up a folder with large number of files.

Since the OS such as Ubuntu would find it difficult to add more files into the folder once the number of files exceeded upwards of 5,00,000. The process would get incrementally slower. To save time, the Python script would dynamically create new folder and start dumping the data into a new folder once a certain threshold was reached in a given folder. The LIDAR and the IMU data could be unloaded into the text files by simply passing the LIDAR topic or the IMU topic into the
bag.read_messages(), a function which is part of the rosbag Python Library. The naming convention for each LIDAR or IMU text file would also be to store the count of the packet and the timestamp of the same packet. This enabled quick sorting of the data during processing/fusion phase and reduced execution time.

4.2 Camera Data Pre-Processing

When Gstreamer was employed as a means of camera data collection, the only pre-processing of the data required was to rename the images in a similar convention as the LIDAR data as mentioned before to enable quick sorting and aid synchronization. The text file generated by the inotifywait method-based bash script would contain the names of the files and their corresponding UNIX timestamps. A simple Python script was developed to rename the filenames of the camera data with the same naming convention as that of the LIDAR data. The Python os library was utilized for this purpose and could efficiently rename files at the rate of 50,000 files per second on an Ubuntu system.

Distortion Correction Equations:

\[
x_{\text{corrected}} = x(1 + k1 * r^2 + k2 * r^4 + k3 * r^6)
\]

\[
y_{\text{corrected}} = y(1 + k1 * r^2 + k2 * r^4 + k3 * r^6)
\]

4.3 Calibration Process

The process of calibration involves primarily finding three matrices of importance to achieve fusion. These three matrices are namely the intrinsic matrix or the camera matrix, the distortion parameters, and the extrinsic transformation matrix. The
The camera matrix contains data that represent camera parameters such as focus, shear and image width and height. The distortion parameters primarily represent the corrections due to lens distortion such as for the fish-eye lens. These parameters are assumed zero for low f.o.v lenses. These are added on to the final attained pixel values as shown in the distortion correction equations where k1, k2 and k3 are the distortion correction equations.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  u \\
  v \\
  1
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  f_x & s & o_x & 0 \\
  0 & f_y & o_y & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  r_{11} & r_{12} & r_{13} & t_x \\
  r_{21} & r_{22} & r_{23} & t_y \\
  r_{31} & r_{32} & r_{33} & t_z \\
  0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  X \\
  Y \\
  Z \\
  1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Fig. 4.1. Intrinsic-Extrinsic Matrix Equation governing LIDAR to camera coordinate transforms

4.3.1 Calculating the Intrinsic Camera Matrix

The Intrinsic Camera Matrix and the distortion parameters were calculated using either of two methods. In order to calibrate the intrinsic matrix, for either method involve the need for pictures of a checkerboard. We used a 9x6 checkerboard with each square having a 25mm side. For collecting the images, the checkerboard was simply placed in front of the camera at various angles. For the webcam, Gstreamer was used to capture the images using the Gstreamer command line shown below.

The file name at the end of the line was changed for every image taken to make sure that the new image would not be overwritten on top of the old image. Once about 15-20 images of the checkerboard at different angles were collected, the first method to find the intrinsic matrix was simply to use the MATLAB Camera Calibrator App. As shown in the image below, images were loaded into the App. The app then cycles through the different images and then outputs the intrinsic matrix as well.
as the distortion parameters. These parameters would then be utilized to calculate the extrinsic matrix using OpenCV. The distortion parameters would have 3-6 values depending on the lens distortion, however, the camera matrix would have a 3x3 shape.

Alternatively, the OpenCV function calibrateCamera() was be used to find the intrinsic matrix and the distortion parameters. This is done by first finding the findchessboardCorners() function, this function returns the edges of the checkerboard square. These corner pixel values and square intersections’ values are then given to the calibrateCamera() function to find the camera matrix and the distortion parameters.

Gstreamer command for checkerboard image capture:

```
gst-launch-1.0 v4l2src device=/dev/video0 ! nvvidconv ! nvjpenenc !
filesink location= /home/tasi/intrinsic/image.jpg
```

4.3.2 Calculating the Extrinsic Matrix

The process of finding the extrinsic matrix involved finding an initial extrinsic matrix using a well established algorithm known as the Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm also known as the damped least squares method for solving A(X) =B matrix equations solving for the extrinsic matrix X. The algorithm was implemented using the OpenCV solvepnp function. This initial matrix was then manually fine-tuned with the aid of a Python script.

Initial Calibration

The inputs for the OpenCV solvePnP function involved the intrinsic matrix, the distortion parameters, and at least six correspondences of pixel values and their corresponding coordinate values which in our case were, LIDAR coordinates. The process of finding the initial calibration extrinsic matrix involved a setup in which three poster boards were kept at relatively same distance from the camera LIDAR setup as shown below in fig 4.4. The data collection system was then used to record calibration data
of this poster boards. This process was repeated as the setup was kept roughly 3,5 and 7 meters away from the LIDAR for each iteration. The aim here was to obtain the point and pixel pairs of the LIDAR and camera data respectively. The poster board was chosen primarily for their sharp vertices which could be detected both in the LIDAR point cloud as well as the camera image.

The poster boards were intentionally evenly spread out over the width of the image as it was observed that selecting point pixels only from a specific region of the image resulted in bad fusion on the other areas of the image notably in terms of width. These point and pixel values of these vertices were used as inputs to the solvePnP function. The pixel values were simply attained by opening the image file collected using an image app such as MS-Paint or Linux ImageMagick and finding out the pixel values of the corners.

To find out the equivalent point in the LIDAR data, there were either of three methods used. The first one involved the use of Ousterstudio. The Ousterstudio software could easily be downloaded and run on Windows/Linux allowed the user to collect and playback LIDAR data. As shown below in fig 4.3, the poster edge could simply be manually selected via the UI and the XYZ coordinates of the poster. This method however required that the LIDAR be captured via Ousterstudio and thus required the user to separately record first the LIDAR data using Ousterstudio, and then the image data using Gstreamer or ROS. This meant that a display needed to be connected to the NVIDIA Tx2 along with input devices.

The second method involved using the ROS LIDAR driver which came with the visualization playback functionality using the Rviz ROS software. The LIDAR driver could be set in the replay mode in a terminal. The Rviz software could then be also started via a second terminal. As shown in the image below, by playing and then pausing the recorded bag file in a different terminal with the LIDAR data, the Rviz software also had the ability to allow the user to select a point on the point cloud.

The third method to select the points from the point cloud involved first recording LIDAR data through the UI via ROS. The bag file was then extracted using the
preprocessing steps outlined previously. Once this was achieved a simple Python script was used to convert the text files generated by the bag extraction script into a dataframe containing X,Y and Z values of the LIDAR point cloud data. This dataframe was then plotted as a scatter plot using the Python Plotly library. The scatter plot then allowed for selection of a point (the poster edges) by simply hovering
the cursor on top of the point cloud as shown in the image below and a label would display the XYZ value of that point. The details regarding the conversion of the binary data in the text file into XYZ values in described in detail in chapter C.

Fig. 4.4. Fusion Overlay on 3 poster boards using collected LIDAR and camera data

Three poster boards kept at different distances generated a total of 36 pixel-point pairs that were then supplied to the SolvePnP function along with the camera matrix and the distortion coefficients. The function would then return two vectors each of them of a size 3x1. These vectors called the rotation vector and the translation vector that would represent the extrinsic matrix. This rotation vector and translation vector represented the initial extrinsic matrix which would then be later refined.

Fig. 4.5. Python code snippet to find the Extrinsic Matrix’s Rotation and Translation Vectors
The accuracy of the initial extrinsic matrix was checked by using the OpenCV projectPoints() function. This function allowed to give a visual understanding of the accuracy of both matrices. The inputs to the function were the LIDAR point, the Camera matrix, the distortion parameters as well as the transformation matrix or vectors. The important output of the function was the resulting 2d point which contained the u,v value. The fusion was generally tested on the data collected for calibration and on some collected data. Each generated 2D pixel value that fell inside the bounds of the image was displayed using a green dot on the image to represent
Fig. 4.8. Overlay showing fusion on data with LIDAR points filtered to allow points only within a distance (LIDAR Horizontal Resolution $= 1024$)

the fusion overlay. Sometimes the colored dot was given a hue mapping from green to black proportional on the distance corresponding point from the LIDAR frame.

**Fine tuning the extrinsic matrix**

Once an extrinsic matrix was obtained, it was then manually refined with the aid of a Python script. The setup for the fine tuning involved placing four poster boards at various distances as shown in the image below, the LIDAR and camera data collected for the same. The data was preprocessed as outlined earlier. The script then loaded a given dataframe and the corresponding image with poster board data. The camera matrix, the distortion parameters, the rotation and the translation vectors were supplied to the script. The script then performed a simple fusion using the project points function as outlined earlier and then display the fused image. The script would make small increments or decrements to the rotation vector or
the translation vector depending on which key was pressed. The script would then recalculate the point projection and update the fusion image the keyboard library was used to monitor key changes while the script was running.

Pressing of the keys ‘q’, ‘w’, ‘e’ would result in a small addition of 0.01 radians was made to the first, second and third value of the rotation vector. Pressing of the keys ‘a’, ‘s’, ‘d’ would result in a small subtraction of 0.01 radians was made to the first, second and third value of the rotation vector. Similarly, ‘r’, ‘t’, ‘y’ and ‘f’, ‘g’, ‘h’ keys were used to make adjustments of 0.01 meters to the translation vector. As the keys were changed to fit the fusion better, the recent most values of the rotation and translation vectors were updated and saved. Once the user was content on the fusion, the program could be ended by hitting the escape key and the program would print out the last updated rotation and translation vectors before exiting. These vectors would then represent the fine-tuned extrinsic matrix. The evaluation of this fine tuning is shown in the evaluations section of this document.
5. DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

5.1 LIDAR Data Processing

ROS was used as a means to collect road data instead of the Ousterstudio software due to its 10 minute limit between records. The Ouster OS1-64 LIDAR’s data sheet along with the os1 Python library were parallelly used for processing the LIDAR data. Primary processing of the LIDAR data involved converting the text files generated by the pre-processing step of the pipeline. According the datasheet, the LIDAR would forward the UDP data to the port 7502 of the designated destination computer. If the OusterStudio software were used for recording the data for calibration purposes. The LIDAR data can be easily extracted through the software via export data feature.

Each data packet consisted of 16 azimuth blocks; the packet always has a length of 12609 bytes. However, when the packet was stored as a text file, the packet would show a total length of the packet as 12609 bytes. The extra byte was attributed to a newline “\n” character that the preprocessing script would append to the end of the text file. The LIDAR could be set in either a 1024x10 or a 2048x10 resolution mode. The LIDAR would output either 64 packets of data or 128 packets of data depending on the mode in which the LIDAR was set.

A higher resolution of 2048x10 would generate twice as many points than the 1024x10, however the increased resolution did have the effect on the bandwidth of the Ethernet and packet dropping would be relatively more frequent as the data collection went on. Either way, each packet would always consist of 16 azimuth blocks arranged as shown below. Each azimuth block would contain the values of timestamp, Frame ID, measurement ID, Encoder count, Data block and the Packet status. The encoder referred to the hall encoder inside the LIDAR which would indicate the yaw rotation
angle of the LIDAR scan for any given packet with the direction of the LIDAR connector wire representing the positive x-axis of the 3D Ouster LIDAR.

Each data block contained 64 values of range, reflectivity, ambient noise, and the number of signal photons received. Each range inside the data block represented the 64 beams vertically in the 3D LIDAR. Each of the ranges inside the LIDAR packet had a corresponding azimuth and altitude angle that could be used in conjunction with the encoder value of the block to covert the range values into XYZ coordinates.

The first task was to convert the binary UDP data into words this was performed by using the formatting key of the binary data which explained the repeating data format of each word. This was implemented simply using the struct library. Once the main values of range and encoder value were discovered, the XYZ coordinate could be converted into 2 ways to implement the equations mentioned below for conversion.
5.1.1 Decoding UDP Packets

The first way to implement the equations were using the Python math library to compute the coordinate values. This was required due to the presence of sines and cosines in the equations. The second method involved using the logic of lookup trigonometric tables to calculate the pre-calculated sign and cosine values while implementing the equations to save computation time. Although the data processing step is an offline process, nevertheless, the scale of converting millions of LIDAR data blocks into coordinate values required a certain level of optimization to meet project requirements. The second downside of using the math library was an induced 2-degree yaw difference compared to using trigonometric tables, which yielded in faster data processing.

![Fig. 5.2. 2 Degree yaw difference induced in the point cloud due to the difference in UDP packet decoding methods. Left Image shows the same point cloud processing method (yellow and blue mixed) and Right image shows difference due to difference in math library and Trigonometric Table based processing](image)

The Cartesian conversion depended upon the encoder count which pointed to the rotation angle in which the LIDAR beam was angled at that moment. The beam altitude angle is a function of the specific ring number of the LIDAR, for a 64 beam LIDAR, there are 64 "rings" in total. The values for which can be taken from the configuration file provided by Ouster. As shown in the picture below, the error was induced due to the difference in computation of the libraries and the effects of the
error being scaled due to the larger range distances by which the sines and cosines of the azimuth angles that were multiplied. This error in the XYZ coordinate creates problems with fusion when used alongside calibration data from ROS or OusterStudio as both programs used the trigonometric tables for faster computation. Thus, the code required a 2-degree offset be added to the theta or yaw angle if the math library was utilized. In course of the optimization, however, the trigonometric tables were finally utilized for both its speed as well as its compatibility with the ROS and OusterStudio programs. The Pandas library was used primarily to store XYZ values for a given rotation or “frame” of data. A separate Python script was also written that was used purely for the generation of LIDAR data points as CSV files.

It must be noted that it became important that the means used to convert the UDP packet to Cartesian needed to be the same for the extrinsic calibration and usage on the processed data as the difference in the two methods of calculation induced an error that could be seen on the final fusion. This difference is due to the relative lack of resolution in the sin and cosine values in the trigonometric tables that allow for speed over accuracy which increase linearly with distance from the LIDAR thus appearing as a yaw shift of 2 degrees.

![Fig. 5.3. LIDAR Data Packet format Source: Ouster Software Guide](image)
\[
\begin{align*}
\theta &= 2\pi \left( \frac{\text{encoder count}}{90112} + \frac{\text{beam azimuth angles}[i]}{360} \right) \\
\phi &= 2\pi \frac{\text{beam altitude angles}[i]}{360} \\
x &= r \cos \theta \cos \phi \\
y &= -r \sin \theta \cos \phi \\
z &= r \sin \phi
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 5.4. LIDAR spherical to cartesian conversion Source: Ouster Software Guide

5.2 Camera Data Processing

As data is mapped from the LIDAR data to the camera, the processing pipeline does not need the camera picture data to the fusion data. This section in the pipeline ideally only needs the LIDAR data, the intrinsic matrix, the extrinsic matrix, the distortion parameters, and the synchronization data to generate the mapping table containing the LIDAR-camera coordinate mapping. The one reason however for requiring the camera data is to generate the fusion overlays to check and confirm the working of the fusion for the collected data.

The script for processing was written in Python and the OpenCV library was used over other libraries for a couple of reasons. The library was chosen over an imaging library like PIL primarily due to its lack of direct complexity compare to that of PIL, the previous use of OpenCV library for the use of solvepnp() and projectPoints() kept the implementation relatively simpler by using as many functions possible from the same library. The other advantage of the library is the application OpenCV GPU to
use hardware acceleration the generation of fusion images when dealing with image generation. A similar logic was use for the selection of cupy, a CUDA accelerated library with a compatible syntax as the widely used numpy.

![Image file names with framecount and timestamp for synchronization collected from either Gstreamer or ROS method](image)

**Fig. 5.5.** Image file names with framecount and timestamp for synchronization collected from either Gstreamer or ROS method

### 5.3 Synchronization and Fusion

The need for synchronization arises from the need to process collected data that is continuous and also being collected at different rates along with the very nature of the sensors also meaning that while the camera data is considered to be for practical purposes, taken instantly (this is not true for the Logitech cameras as they use a rolling shutter), the LIDAR data is available continuously. To match the camera data to the LIDAR data, each frame of the camera is timestamped, and the timestamp is stored inside the filename of the image. Similarly, each packet of the LIDAR data is timestamped as well.
The fusion script first iterates over the camera and LIDAR data directories, storing the names of the files as a list along with the timestamp values of each frame/packet alongside in two separate lists, one for each sensor. The script then loops over every image (or every other image) in the file directory. For every image, the script then finds the corresponding timestamp and then subtracts the value of the timestamp with the list containing the LIDAR timestamps. This new list thus contains timestamp difference values, the lowest value in the array would represent the prime LIDAR packet closest time difference with the camera frame.

The script then chooses the LIDAR packet as the center point of the LIDAR data. Since 128 LIDAR packets make up one rotation of LIDAR data (for 2048x10 mode), the script selects 64 sequential packets before the prime LIDAR packets and 63 sequential packets after the prime LIDAR packet. To make a total of 128 LIDAR packets. The data by this means is synchronized. The process is quick as using Python Lists for purposes of sorting and scanning in Python is faster than using Pandas dataframes.

The script then converts these 128 LIDAR text files containing UDP binary data and converts them into a dataframe of XYZ values using the trigonometric tables method mentioned earlier in the chapter. The script then performs fusion on the image frame and the LIDAR. It does this by iterating over the pandas dataframe and fusing each LIDAR XYZ value, the intrinsic and extrinsic matrix, and the distortion coefficients through the projectPoints() function. The output of the function are the corresponding pixel values (u,v) in the image.

Since the LIDAR data contains 360-degree data, many LIDAR point that do not belong in the image are projected at values that lie outside the bounds of the image. These data points are eliminated using a simple conditional statement that checks if the resultant pixel values exceed the bounds of the image. For an image width and height of 1920 and 1080 respectively, a pixel is permitted only if 0 >u >1920 and 0 >v >1080 is satisfied for the resultant pixel. A mapping table using lists at first is generated and at the end of the loop is converted and stored into a CSV file.
This file is referred to as the mapping table that contains the camera and corresponding LIDAR coordinates. The mapping table were used for cross-referencing with the object detection algorithms to find the relative coordinates of the object such as the car in question. To generate the fusion image, the script loops through the pixel values in the mapping table and draws green colored points on the image frame loaded via OpenCV. Since the mapping table contains the LIDAR values as well, the intensity of the hue is mapped to a given distance.

This causes the points closer to appear a light green, and far away objects to have a darker green color. This helps in understanding the fusion as it is useful to understand if the fusion on a car with a distant background is happening correctly by comparing the color of the pixels in the background to the pixel on the car. Once
fusion for a frame is done, the process is then simply iterated over for the remaining images. In terms of code optimization, here it is noticed that again using Python Lists for appending related data sped up the loop execution.

![Table](image)

**Fig. 5.7.** Mapping table generated at the end of the fusion processing code

Writing a separate loop to draw the points on the image rather than joining it with the initial loop also sped up the speed of iteration. The images are also saved in JPEG as this format is faster compared to other file formats such as RAW and PNG file formats. The size of the files fused images can also be reduced by reducing the dimensions of the fused image reducing the size of the overall data generated during the processing stage. The fusion script also allowed to specifically allow for the selection of particular subset of images from the entire collected data.

This proved important for analysis as the data could be selectively chosen and fused to not needing to process all data. Since huge chunks of the collected data would not involve interactions with cars on the road, the camera data could quickly scanned manually to find the interested region involving interactions and only a small portion of the collected data could then be fused as required.
As the actual interactions with the cars would be relatively quick portions of collected data, with the maximum interaction with a car not exceeding upwards of 30 seconds, the actual data that required to be fused could be as short as 30 seconds.

5.4 Image Processing

The later portion of the processing stage was developed by Apurva Kumar. The process involved using the raw unfused images collected and the performing segmentation as well as tracking of cars in the frames. A Kernelized correlation filter was used to track the cars between each individual frames. This was done in two stages. Firstly, a simple YOLO base object detection was utilized that would track the cars on the road for a given frame. The output of this algorithm would be in the form of simple bounding box outputs. These bounding box values could then be fed into a KCF type filter which could then be used to subsequently track down the cars in the subsequent frames. This process was then compounded by performing semantic segmentation on the same frames. However, the segmentation labels for every given pixel would be the same irrespective of them belonging to the different car.

Thus, the segmentation data would be first cross reference with the image tracking bounding box data. This would then produce pixel data specific to each car spanning over multiple frames. A Python script then cross references the pixels of the detected car with the corresponding values in the mapping tables. Each car in each frame therefore produce a cluster of 3D points. The median of the points was then taken and converted to 2D values by removing the z-axis values from the 3D point. Thus, combined with the tracking data produced a set of 2D points. These 2D points were then used to calculate average velocity values for the cars between two frames by using the change in distance of the median values and the change in time values by using the differences in the recorded timestamps for the frames in question.
5.5 Image to Video Processing

For purposes of demonstration, it was often required to process the collected images of the data as well as the fused images as a cohesive video. This was primarily useful as a file input to certain tracking-based script that were video images. To be noted that a considerable amount of storage space could be saved by converting the images into compressed video formats such as MJPEG and H.264. The advantages of having fused image data in a video format also would allow to quickly scan through the video to check the validity and accuracy of the fusion in the sections of the video. The implementation for converting image to video was done in two primary ways using the OpenCV library and the Gstreamer library. For both methods, the images were stored in a single folder.

5.5.1 OpenCV Method

The OpenCV method involved a Python script that would iterate over the folder which contained the files via the OS Python library. The script would then sort the images based on the count values in the filename and then convert them into OpenCV numpy arrays. The script would then append the numpy arrays into a long list and then use an OpenCV function to convert the array list into an entire video of a specified file type and as specified compression. The system would then save the output in a compressed video in a pre-specified directory. This method has its limitations the primarily limitation being the number of files that the system could load in one continuous execution.

For an image resolution of 2048x2048, for a raw file format, the software would fail at about 500 frames and then would require the script to load 500 frames at a time and then create a video and continue to create short videos of 500 frames each. Once all the images were converted into short videos, a separate script would then string the individual short videos into one long uncut video via another OpenCV function to allow to view the collected data as an MPEG video. The length of the
Video was determined by the available allocated space given by the CPU to the Spyder application and thus the length is limited based on the system’s RAM allocation.

5.5.2 Gstreamer

The Gstreamer method used a simple command line tool interface that could be deployed by a single command over the command line and thus made easily executable via a bash script. The Gstreamer pipeline/command line command is shown below. The Gstreamer implementation involved a pipeline that made the use of a multifilesrc element. This element then had the folder containing the images passed through it and functioned as the primary source element for the pipeline. This element would then be followed up by a jpegdec element that would decode the jpeg compression from the images.

This was followed by the videoconvert element that aids in converting data from an image format into video format. A simple filesink sink element is then used to save the converted images into one video. This method would however limit the use of the system to Linux systems with Gstreamer being a Linux based software. This method does not suffer the memory limitations as that of the OpenCV method and can be used to convert images into a video. The system was tested for upwards of 30,000 frames each frame stored into a 1920x1080 resolution.

![Gstreamer Pipeline](image)

Fig. 5.8. Gstreamer Pipeline for converting captured image frames into a single video.
6. RESULTS/EVALUATION

6.1 LIDAR UDP Packet Drop Evaluation

The LIDAR on the system could operate in multiple horizontal resolutions; however these different resolutions require different levels of Ethernet bandwidth. Although a sensor Gigabit interface is required and was used in the system, occasionally packet loss was observed. This packet loss could have been due to load on the system memory of the TX2. ROS recording software rosbag record would be processing the incoming UDP packets and store them into the bag file and the buffer -b flag was set to 0 (which allowed it use as much system RAM that was available). However, occasional packet loss was still observed. The figure 6.1 shows the visual depiction of two adjacent frames of visualized LIDAR data. The top photo shows a normal frame with no packet loss whereas the image below shows another frame with packet loss with the dark area showing the absent packet.

It was also observed that depending on the horizontal resolution and scan rate, that the packet loss was exacerbated by the amount of incoming data. For a resolution of 2048, the incoming data was roughly 129Mbps, whereas for a resolution of 1024, the incoming data rate was roughly 64 Mbps. The figure demonstrates the packet loss by comparing the no of received packets for a period of 20 minutes and then compared it to the expected number of packets based on the rotation speed of the LIDAR and the LIDAR resolution.

\[
\text{Percent Packet Loss} = \left( \frac{\text{Exp. Packets} - \text{Received Packets}}{\text{ExpectedPackets}} \right) \times 100 \quad (6.1)
\]
6.2 Camera Frame Rate Evaluation

The selected camera was evaluated with some of the other cameras that were shortlisted and selected. The acquired frame rates were compared to the max possible frame rates achieved with from any method. On the Logitech camera and the Generic USB webcam, the Gstreamer software was used and for the FLIR Grasshopper 3, the Spinview software was utilized. Although the FLIR grasshopper 3 could achieve higher frame rates, the cost and weight of the cameras was a detriment to selection.
The Generic USB webcam fares better than the Logitech camera in terms of both frame rate and cost, but lacks driver support. This tends to create an issue for low cost USB devices that are not supported well on a software level and causes issues
when attempting to connect multiple cameras. On a Jetson Tx2, we used the generic v4l2 (video4linux) driver which allows for connection to the camera. The camera on connection, would communicate the required bandwidth to be allocated for the USB connection. This was a problem with the generic USB webcam as it would set a value that would stop the Tx2 from receiving data from other cameras. This issue limited the use of more than one camera per USB 3.0 (assuming the USB 3.0 port’s are connected to single PCI-E slot) as was the case with the Jetson Tx2. The Logitech camera allowed for connecting the same number of cameras as the FLIR Grasshopper 3 but at a much lower price, and weight than the FLIR camera.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera Name</th>
<th>Number of Cameras Possible</th>
<th>Driver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLIR Grasshopper</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>libflycapture2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic USB Webcam</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>v4l2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logitech c920</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>v4l2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1.
Shows the number of possible cameras over a USB 3.0 connection for specific cameras and their drivers

Different software’s were used to find one that allowed us to obtain the maximum frame rate from the Logitech c920 camera. The primary option attempted were ROS, Gstreamer, and OpenCV. Among these four, ROS was given priority as the software was already being utilized for collecting the LIDAR data. This would be helpful to use a single bag file or sets of bag files in chunks to collect both the LIDAR and camera data. ROS was also useful as the underlying driver for the same could be either generic v4l library or Gstreamer library which used v4l2 library but allowed to exploit the acceleration offered by the TX2. However due to the nature of the ROS bag-based recording process which involved image transport to ROS images, the observed frame rate was lower on the ROS system compared to that of the accelerated Gstreamer method and was attributed to the ARM CPU on the Tx2 and the lack of optimization.
It must be noted that the basic cvvideocapture function from the OpenCV library was used for the OpenCV method, which also utilized the v4l2 library but in our testing fared worse than the other methods. It was observed that the accelerated Gstreamer won out with getting the highest frame rate from the two cameras. The Gstreamer also took out the potential load of image transport and software-based compression on the CPU that limited the ROS method to a lower frame rate.

![Fig. 6.4. Frame rate comparison for 2x Logitech c920 cameras over USB 3.0 utilizing different recording methods](image)

The accelerated Gstreamer method allowed for hardware-based JPEG compression for the incoming camera data. The API also allowed for choosing the level of quality for compression, set by a number between 0 to 100. As it was observed that the image size could be kept as high as 1.3 MB per image or reduced to as low as 25KB without any kind of observable surface level impact on image quality.

### 6.3 Extrinsic Matrix Calibration Accuracy

Since solving the extrinsic matrix was paramount in our fusion process, accuracy of calibration for the same was also very important. The extrinsic matrix was tuned
manual once the output was obtained via SolvePnP, i.e the Levenberg Marquadt algorithm. The extrinsic matrix, as mentioned earlier, was initially calculated using pixel point pairs along with the pre-calculated intrinsic matrix. It was however noticed that the fusion was not particularly good with the value obtained via SolvePnP and varied greatly depending on the number and accuracy of the pixel point pairs themselves. Thus we further improve the accuracy of the extrinsic matrix by adding and subtracting values to its rotation and translation vectors. The images below show the effects of the tuning can be seen visually in the figure below as the intrinsic matrix with relatively worse fusion can be corrected by using the tuning script.

We performed some ground truth tests with the system to determine the accuracy of the fusion before and after the Manual tuning process. We used a laser scanner to determine ground truth values, then we utilized data from the pixel closest to the point where the ground truth was determined for which we had mapped LIDAR values from the mapping tables that were generated. These LIDAR values were then compared to the ground truth values to generate the table below. It showed that the adding the Manual Tuning Process bettered accuracy of fusion from 8 cm to 3 cm on average assuming equivalent 3D Gaussian noise for both the laser range finder and the
LIDAR. It must be noted that the same white poster as shown in the images above was utilized for the experiment. The evaluation was primarily conducted for fusion accuracy and the error of the distance given by the LIDAR was itself discounted from the equation on account of the error being less than 1 cm which itself was within the bounds of our experimentation error. It must be noted that this 1cm value is in the range of the advertised +/- 5cm error as it depends greatly on the material and color of the object. A ground truth error closer to the +/- 5cm was observed for darker objects, hence the white matted checkerboards were used for the calibration of the sensors and the evaluation.

The values gained by the fusion method used in this thesis was compared to some earlier work done in camera LIDAR calibration in attempt to compare the fusion results. The values obtained in the experiment mentioned earlier were compared to the method by Ankit Dhall et al [22] involving RANSAC along with the EPNP
Table 6.2.
Shows comparison of fusion accuracy differences due to the added manual tuning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolute Error w.r.t Ground Truth</th>
<th>SolvePnP</th>
<th>SolvePnP + Manual tuning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Absolute Error (m)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Absolute Error (m)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (m)</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3.
Shows comparison of fusion accuracy based on calculation methods for extrinsic matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolute Error w.r.t Ground Truth</th>
<th>RANSAC+EPNP</th>
<th>RANSAC+SVD+L-M</th>
<th>SolvePnP+Manual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Absolute Error (m)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Absolute Error (m)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Absolute Error (m)</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

software an also with the paper written by Z. Pusztai and L. Hajder[24] which involved RANSAC along with single value decomposition (SVD) finally followed by Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm to calculate the extrinsic matrix. It must be noted that 3D - LIDAR utilized by [22] was a Velodyne 32 beam sensor whereas [25] used a Blender simulation of the Velodyne 32 sensor for their experiments and it must be noted that the LIDAR sensor used in this thesis was the Ouster OS1-64 has a much lower accuracy of upto +/-5cm compared to the Velodyne sensor which has a stated accuracy of +/- 2cm. In addition, the effects of the Pustzai paper using a simulation might also not account for certain real-world effects such as the effect of texture and color on reflectivity of the object viewed and hence its accuracy.

The fusion accuracy using the SolvePnP+Manual Correction was comparable with the result obtained from the other methods. Although it must be noted that the other methods were attempting for a more automated approach in finding the extrinsic matrix, whereas the prime purpose for our project was to get higher accuracy at the
expense of some manual labor although it must be noted that elements of our method
could be automated with a few changes to the method and the system. The pixel
reprojection errors for the selected pixel point pairs were also compared to that of
results by [22]. Here the results were better with the average pixel reprojection also
being very close to that of the RANSAC + EPNP method. It must be noted that
more point pairs were used than the Method used by RANSAC+EPNP which could
have helped reduce the error by providing more points to the Solvepnp algorithm but
also could have increased the error due to the extra noise introduced by adding extra
point-pixel pairs to the equation.

Table 6.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of pixel-point pairs used for calibration</th>
<th>Absolute Error w.r.t Ground Truth</th>
<th>RANSAC + EPNP</th>
<th>SolvePnP + Manual Correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.5759</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4 Cartographer SLAM

The Cartographer software developed by Google was used as direct tool in order
to generate the 2D maps from the collected LIDAR 3D bag data. The system was
designed to work with ROS and developed by Ouster using various launch files to step
by step use the system to generate the 2D and 3D probability grids of the environment.
The Cartographer system uses a complex set of programs that use various algorithms
as shown in the figure below. We desist going into too much detail into the system
as it is a massive and complex program that is not the primary subject of the thesis.

The Cartographer system essentially down-samples the LIDAR data using Voxel
filter that convert the high amount of LIDAR data into relatively easily processed
chunks. The system then runs a scan matching algorithm that tries to match each
scan to the next one creating local sub-maps. In order to reduce complexity involved
in scan matching, the system uses the data from the IMU to aid in the scan matching and guess where the scan should be inside the sub-map using orientation data. The system is designed to be configurable for any type of 3D LIDAR/IMU data. The system requires a bag file containing data from the LIDAR and the IMU. The final output being a .pbstream file containing the mapping and trajectory data.

![Cartographer Architecture](image)

**Fig. 6.7. Cartographer Architecture. Source: Google**

Every bag file created by ROS contains messages information containing the topic names associated with each message along with other important info including the message data itself. The Cartographer process begins with a Python script that is used to filter the bag files. This pre-processing involves parsing the bag file and removing the leading slashes from every message topic inside the bag file. A Cartographer ROS launch file is then used to validate the bag file to check for any gaps in the data that may exist in the bag file that might make it difficult for cartographer to process the bag file. The system does not make accurate predictions as to the potential problems faced by the Google Cartographer setup. The system only alerts the users as to these gaps in the bag files. Once this validation is complete, the bag
file is then fed to a ROS launch file cart_2d.launch that performs the majority of the Cartographer programs and processes including scan matching and map generation.

As the launch file processes the bag file, Cartographer also has a rosservice that can be run simultaneously with the cart_2d.launch to generate the pbstream file which contains the map and trajectory information. In addition, Cartographer also provides with certain other launch files that run a program known as assets writer that can be used to use the previously generated pbstream files and the filtered bag file to generate full 3D point cloud maps. These point clouds can be stored in pcd, ply file types and can be viewed using software’s such as CloudCompare and Ccviewer.

Fig. 6.8. SLAM Cartographer Steps/Execution order
Fig. 6.9. 2D Probability grid showing the map of stutz lab (white and grey) and vehicle trajectory (Yellow line) in the Stutz Lab from collected data.

Fig. 6.10. 3D mapping (.ply file) of the Stutz lab viewed using ccviewer from collected data.
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis demonstrates the design and implementation of a unique wearable data acquisition system for e-scooter consisting of LIDAR and cameras collection that can be used as a data collection platform to provide data for autonomous systems of the future. The data collected consists of high-resolution 3D LIDAR data and FHD Camera data from multiple cameras. The thesis delves in detail in the properties of the sensors and why they were selected with both non tangible parameters such as resolution, feature-set, software support, driver availability as well as tangible parameters such as size weight and cost taken into account.

The thesis provides details of the sensor selection for the LIDAR, camera as well as the accompanying embedded system and details of how the system works on a hardware level. We explain the various changes that required to be made to the system in order to achieve the continuous data collection that was possible within the limitations and the constraints placed upon the project due to a myriad of factors. On a software level we explained the various methods used to collect data from the LIDAR sensor and the camera to provide methods for keep track of the data for synchronization purposes utilizing Linux based inotify API. The selection criteria and reasoning of selection of the Gstreamer library over the standard ROS Library for camera data collection to exploit the advantages offered by hardware accelerated Gstreamer NVIDIA’s Tx2 platform were also detailed and evaluated.

We used the ROS ouster driver for the LIDAR instead of the standard out of the box Ousterstudio interface applications due to its ability to initiate the recording without the need of a manual user interface as well as allowing us to timestamp the UDP data and store it in a ROS bag file. We also selected ROS for its ability to break down the files and store it in compressed chunks using the ROSBAG API. We used a combination of two programming interfaces, Node-Red (running on Node JS) and
Python to implement a wireless User Interface accessible on a smartphone browser on the same local network. The interface allowed the user to start and stop the data acquisition process and also to check if the system was properly functioning as well as details on the current state of the LIDAR and relayed output to the screen from the ROS terminal.

In the data pre-processing and calibration stage, we used a Python program to convert the LIDAR bag data into individual binary UDP packets and format the names with their UNIX timestamps. We calibrated the camera intrinsic matrix and the distortion parameters using both OpenCV as well as the MATLAB camera calibrator toolkit. This was achieved by feeding in numerous images of checkerboards.

The extrinsic matrix was calculated using the OpenCV SolvePnP functions based on the Levenberg Marquaudt Algorithm. The values of the camera matrix, distortion parameters and tens of LIDAR camera point-pixel pair values were fed to the SolvePnP function which calculated the extrinsic matrix using the Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm. The matrix was then further refined using a script which used the LIDAR camera fusion overlay image and allowed to manually correct the extrinsic matrix to fit the fusion better. The fusion overlay was created by using the fusion equation to find the corresponding pixel values for every LIDAR point in the direction of the camera lens and then iteratively drawing the pixels on the calibration images.

We also went into detail as to the data processing system and the manner in which the program went frame by frame and created the point pixel pair tables as well as the overlay fusion image fusing the collected LIDAR and camera data in the process. The process utilized the pre-calculated intrinsic parameters and the extrinsic matrix to then perform fusion. The thesis also delved into the processing of the UDP binary text data into the Cartesian 3D coordinates as well as methods such as using the using the Cupy library to exploit NVIDIA’s GPU hardware acceleration as well as the use of trigonometric tables to speed up the calculation of the millions of sines and cosines encountered per rotation to calculate the 3D coordinate of the LIDAR point values. We then discussed the use of the Cartographer system developed by google to help
convert the LIDAR bag data into a 3D map using the ROS/RVIZ integration. Lastly, we evaluated the system and discussed the problems faced and the improvements made to the system. This involved evaluating the different methods of camera and LIDAR data collection as well as the calibration improvements for the calculation of the intrinsic and extrinsic matrix in allowing us to obtain better fusion.

7.0.1 Future Work

For future work, the system and the scope could be improved in several ways. Utilization of a lighter LIDAR setup could allow for easier use of access and riding while carrying the setup. An even lighter LIDAR and carrying setup would result in a more naturalistic data collection. As a system where the rider is unaware of the setup while riding would lead to more natural riding. The use of cameras that allow for frame triggering via hardware would allow for better synchronization with the rotation of the LIDAR.

This could be primarily be achieved by either some form of software or hardware triggering. In addition, due to the sweeping nature of the LIDAR, frame triggering for the camera would result in an image where the delays between the points in the LIDAR point cloud and the image itself would be relatively well known. This could lead to better fusion on fast moving objects.

A balance from some form of control system to stabilize the camera and LIDAR would also allow for the image data to constantly capture vehicle in view allowing for better capture during moments when the e-scooter rider tilts or shifts his weight in order to maneuver the curb. This addition could greatly enhance the quality of the collected data and might provide for easier analysis of the fusion over a period of time as it would be easier to analyze the fusion video for a camera video that remains smoothly attached. Connection to the stabilizing system would also reduce the torques experienced by the camera reducing chances of mechanical failure.
It would also help reduce weight if the battery setup were moved by some means to the e-scooter itself. This would remove the extra battery weight that the rider would have to otherwise carry. Although this system would have to be designed to make sure to allow for easy disconnection between the rider and the device with the battery system in event of an accident. A wire dangling from the e-scooter connecting to the rider could be detrimental or dangerous to the rider.

A greater coverage of the surroundings would also be a useful addition for the future. The LIDAR presently cannot cover all 360°, however, if the LIDAR is somehow mounted on the head so as to not be blocked by the body of the person, it would get a greater coverage. The application of an additional LIDAR on the back might also allow for greater LIDAR coverage. Addition of extra cameras to cover a greater field of view might also help data analysis and fusion.

The use of MIPI cameras might also allow for adding extra cameras to cover a greater view of the cameras allowing to capture data to the sides of the riders direction of travel as well as in the opposite direction. The use of MIPI cameras also might help cut down slightly on the weight of the USB cables from the cameras. Additional camera and LIDAR data would help in covering a greater number of scenarios occurring on either side of the e-scooter as opposed to a single direction.

Incorporation of additional sensors into the setup would also help provide greater functionality. Additions of sensors such as RADAR and GPS could allow for combining LIDAR trajectories with trajectories from the INS system to allow for better understanding of where the interactions of interest take place within the given geography of an urban area. Although outside the scope of our current project, such data would be very useful.

Although the LIDAR sensor mounted on the system has an IP rating, the rest of the system does not. If the system can be sealed shut to disallow the entry of water, the system could be useful during rainy weather as well. Since e-scooter injuries can happen on slippery roads as well, this addition would greatly increase the diversity of scenarios for data collection.
Automation of the manual fusion process would also greatly reduce calibration time. Employment of methods like RANSAC and edge detection if they could be applied without a decrease in calibration accuracy would be helpful as well. Application of other fusion methods such as Singular visual odometry (SVO) might allow for additional reference trajectories that could be compared/fused with the LIDAR trajectory for greater accuracy.
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